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Distinct Functional Properties of Primary and Posteromedial
Visual Area of Mouse Neocortex
Morgane M. Roth, Fritjof Helmchen, and Bjo¨rn M. Kampa
Department of Neurophysiology, Brain Research Institute, University of Zurich, CH-8057 Zurich, Switzerland
Visual input provides important landmarks for navigating in the environment, information that inmammals is processed by specialized
areas in the visual cortex. In rodents, the posteromedial area (PM)mediates visual information between primary visual cortex (V1) and
the retrosplenial cortex, which further projects to the hippocampus. To understand the functional role of area PM requires a detailed
analysis of its spatial frequency (SF) and temporal frequency (TF) tuning.Here,we applied two-photon calcium imaging tomapneuronal
tuning for orientation, direction, SF and TF, and speed in response to drifting gratings in V1 and PM of anesthetizedmice. The distribu-
tions of orientation and direction tuning were similar in V1 and PM. Notably, in both areas we found a preference for cardinal compared
to oblique orientations. The overrepresentation of cardinal tuned neurons was particularly strong in PM showing narrow tuning band-
widths for horizontal and vertical orientations. A detailed analysis of SF and TF tuning revealed a broad range of highly tuned neurons in
V1. On the contrary, PM contained one subpopulation of neurons with high spatial acuity and a second subpopulation broadly tuned for
low SFs. Furthermore,20% of the responding neurons in V1 and only 12% in PMwere tuned to the speed of drifting gratings with PM
preferring slower drift rates compared to V1. Together, PM is tuned for cardinal orientations, high SFs, and low speed and is further
located between V1 and the retrosplenial cortex consistent with a role in processing natural scenes during spatial navigation.
Introduction
In mammals, visual information arrives in primary visual cortex
(V1) from where it is further projected to several higher level
areas. These areas can be hierarchically organized with increasing
specification in object recognition or location (Van Essen and
Gallant, 1994). In rodents, several higher visual areas have been
identified by their inputs fromV1 (Coogan andBurkhalter, 1993;
Wang andBurkhalter, 2007). Laminar origins and targets of these
projections indicate a hierarchical order as originally described in
primates. This is also underlined by the increasing receptive field
size at each hierarchical stage (Coogan and Burkhalter, 1993;
Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Wang et al., 2011). On the other
hand, several higher visual areas also receive direct thalamic in-
puts (Hughes, 1977; Sanderson et al., 1991) and are visually
driven even in the absence of V1 (Olavarria and Torrealba, 1978)
indicating parallel processing of visual information.
A particularly interesting higher visual area is the PM located
between V1 and the retrosplenial cortex (Wang and Burkhalter,
2007). In humans, the retrosplenial cortex is engaged in spatial
navigation and in representation of familiar visual environments
(Vann et al., 2009). Recently, mice, placed in virtual reality, have
been shown to navigate relying purely on visual landmarks (Har-
vey et al., 2009). The visual information required for navigation is
projected from visual cortex via retrosplenial cortex to the hip-
pocampus (Wyss and Van Groen, 1992; Vann et al., 2009). In
rodents, the retrosplenial cortex receives this information from
the medial secondary visual area (Van Groen and Wyss, 2003),
which has been described to be identical to the location of PM
(Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). In addition, voltage-sensitive dye
imaging has shown that visual stimulation evokes activity waves
originating in V1 and traveling toward PM from where feedback
waves are returned (Xu et al., 2007). A second wave is then initi-
ated in PM and propagates to the retrosplenial cortex. Together,
these points provide evidence that information about visual land-
marks might be processed in or mediated by area PM.
InV1, electrophysiological investigations revealed strong tun-
ing to the orientation as well as SF and TF of drifting gratings
(Dra¨ger, 1975; Mangini and Pearlman, 1980; Me´tin et al., 1988;
Niell and Stryker, 2008; Gao et al., 2010). Spatiotemporal fre-
quency tuning also represents a footprint for functional charac-
terization of higher visual areas (Van Essen and Gallant, 1994).
Hence, to understand the functional role of area PM with its
crucial location in the visual pathway requires a detailed analysis
of its SF and TF tuning. The recent advance of two-photon mi-
croscopy now allows functional imaging of hundreds of neurons
within cortical layer 2/3.We used in vivo calcium imaging of large
populations in mouse visual areas V1 and PM in combination
with extensive sets of stimulus parameters to map neuronal tun-
ing to orientation and SFs and TFs as well as speed. The presented
results provide important insights into the representation of the
visual scenery as well as on the functional specialization of the
secondary posteromedial visual cortex in mouse.
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Materials andMethods
Animal preparation. All animal procedures were performed according to
the guidelines of the University of Zurich, and were approved by the
Cantonal Veterinary Office. C57BL/6 mice (2–4 months old, of either
sex) were first sedated with chlorprothixene (0.2 mg/mouse; Sigma) and
anesthetized with urethane (0.5–1.0 g/kg) both by intraperitoneal injec-
tions. Atropine (0.3 mg/kg) and dexamethasone (2 mg/kg) were admin-
istered subcutaneously to reduce secretions and edema. Lactate Ringer’s
solution was regularly injected subcutaneously to prevent dehydration.
Pinch reflexes were used to assess the depth of anesthesia.
Targeting of the visual areas. Visually responsive areas, V1 and PM,
were identified using intrinsic imaging (Schuett et al., 2002). Briefly, the
skull above the estimated visual systemwas carefully thinned until reach-
ing a noticeable transparency of the bone. We then illuminated the cor-
tical surface with 630nm LED light, presented drifting gratings for 5 s,
and collected reflectance images through a 4 objective with a CCD
camera (Toshiba TELI CS3960DCL). Intrinsic signal changes were
analyzed as fractional reflectance changes relative to the prestimulus
average (see Fig. 1a, black areas corresponding to active regions). This
procedure was done for each experiment leading to a consistent and
reliable mapping of V1 and PM (see Fig. 1a, superposition of five
experiments).
Two-photon guided staining. After identification with intrinsic imag-
ing, a region for two-photon imaging was selected in the most active
region within V1 or PM. A small craniotomy (500  500 m) was
opened above eitherV1or PM, the dura removed, and the exposed cortex
superfused with artificial CSF (ACSF) containing the following (in mM):
135 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 5 HEPES, 1.8 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, pH 7.2, with NaOH.
Calcium indicator loading was performed using the “multicell bolus
loading” technique (Stosiek et al., 2003). Briefly, 50 g of the acetoxym-
ethyl (AM) ester form of the calcium-sensitive fluorescent dye Oregon
GreenBAPTA-1 (OGB-1; Invitrogen)was dissolved in 2l dimethylsulf-
oxide plus 20% Pluronic F-127 (BASF) and diluted with 37 l standard
pipette solution containing the following (in mM): 150 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 10
HEPES, and pH7.2 yielding a final OGB-1 concentration of1mM.One
microliter of Alexa Fluor 594 (2mM stock solution in distilled water) was
added for visualization of the pipette during two-photon guided staining.
The dye was pressure ejected under visual control through a glass pipette
(4–5M) at a depth between 150 and 300m to stain layer 2/3 neurons.
Brief application of sulforhodamine 101 (SR101; Invitrogen) to the ex-
posed neocortical surface resulted in colabeling of the astrocytic network
(Nimmerjahn et al., 2004). Following dye injection the craniotomy was
filled with agarose (type III-A, 1% in ACSF; Sigma) and covered with an
immobilized glass coverslip.
Visual stimulation. Visual stimuli were presented on a 7 inch TFT
monitor (75 Hz refresh rate) 7 cm in front of the contralateral eye60°
along the body axis of the anesthetized mouse. For the whole study, the
visual stimuli were full-contrast square wave gratings generated by the
Psychophysics Toolbox in MATLAB (MathWorks) or by the VisionEgg
software (Straw, 2008). For the orientation and direction tuning study,
we used a full-contrast square wave grating moving for 5 s in eight dif-
ferent directions. For V1, the TF was 0.5 Hz and SF was 0.02 cycles per
degree (cyc/°), which have been shown to activatemost neurons. For PM
we used several parameters ranging from 0.5 to 4.5 Hz and from 0.007 to
0.07 cyc/° for TF and SF, respectively. We determined the peak response
to measure orientation and direction selectivity at the best SF/TF com-
bination. For the spatiotemporal tuning study, the stimulus set consisted
of four 110 s long files corresponding to four different TFs (0.5, 1, 2, and
4 Hz). Within each file, five different SFs were tested (0.01, 0.02, 0.04,
0.08, and 0.16 cyc/°). The range of SF and TF parameters was chosen
according to previous reports in V1 (Niell and Stryker, 2008; Gao et al.,
2010). In addition, eight directions of the drifting gratings were pre-
sented for each SF resulting in 16 s long subfiles. The resulting stimulus
matrix also allows the comparison of eight different speeds. The SF values
were chosen to match the known preferences of mouse V1. In a second
set of experiments in PM, a high SF stimulation matrix was used to
complete the spatiotemporal tuning analysis. It consisted of the sameTFs
but higher SFs of 0.08, 0.16, 0.32, and0.64 cyc/°. To complete the TF
tuning of V1 and PMwe performed further experiments using a broader
range of TF at the preferred SF for each area (0.04 and 0.16 cyc/° for V1
and PM, respectively). All TF values were presented for at least one com-
plete cycle in all eight directions. All stimuli were presented in pseudo-
random order interleaved with blank periods of at least 5 s.
Two-photon calcium imaging. Calcium transients were acquired using
a custom-built two-photon microscope equipped with either a 40
water-immersion objective (LUMPlanFl/IR, 0.8 NA; Olympus) or a 20
water-immersion objective (XLUMPlanFI, 0.95 NA; Olympus). Frames
of 128 128 pixels were acquired at rates from 2 to 4 Hz using custom-
written software (LabView; National Instruments).
Calcium signal analysis. Data were analyzed with ImageJ (National
Institute of Mental Health, NIH) and MATLAB (MathWorks). Cells
were detected manually by drawing a region of interest around cell bod-
ies. Relative percentage changes in fluorescence (F/F) were calculated
using the 5 s baseline. Traces were filtered using a Savitzky–Golay filter-
ing approach. Responses were calculated by averaging six points around
the peak fluorescence change (time window of 1.5 s around the peak) for
each stimulation epoch. The mean prestimulus fluorescence was sub-
tracted from each response. Statistical significance of the responses was
established by using four thresholds: responsesmust be bigger than three
times the SD of the baseline and this in50% of the trials to differentiate
between spontaneous and evoked activity, and responses must be bigger
than 5% F/F, which is the estimation of the minimal fluorescence
change evoked by single action potentials with the indicatorOGB-1 at the
given concentration (Kerr et al., 2005; Hofer et al., 2011). The final cri-
terion was based on the quality of Gaussian fits to the single-cell tuning
curves. To remove untuned cells, only cells with an r-square value supe-
rior to 0.7 for either the SF or TF fit were accepted into the analysis (for
the fitting details, see Speed tuning analysis).
Orientation and direction selectivity. We determined the orientation
and direction selectivity as previously described (Niell and Stryker,
2008). The two indexes, orientation selectivity index (OSI) and direction
selectivity index (DSI), are defined as follows:
OSI 
RprefOSI  Rortho
RprefOSI  Rortho
DSI 
Rpref  Ropposite
Rpref  Ropposite
,
Rpref is the response to gratings drifting in the preferred direction.Ropposite is
the response to the opposite direction.RprefOSI is the average response at the
preferredorientation,which is calculated as the averageofRpref andRopposite.
Rortho is the average response between the two directions at the orienta-
tion orthogonal to the preferred orientation. If OSI is0.5, the neuron is
considered orientation selective; if DSI is 0.5, the neuron is direction
selective.
Spatiotemporal tuning analysis.The use of an extensivematrix of visual
stimulus parameters resulted in amatrix of 20 responses for each cell; this
was used to construct a spatiotemporal response profile for each neuron
(see Fig. 2c for an example representationwhere thematrix is color coded
with the strength of the responses). These profiles were averaged to
obtain the pooled population profiles for V1 and PM. To analyze
spatial and TF tuning separately we first determined, for each neuron,
the preferred spatiotemporal parameter set. SF tuning was then ana-
lyzed at the preferred TF and TF tuning was estimated at the preferred
SF. Tuning peaks were determined for each cell as described above
and bandwidth, half-width at half peak, was calculated by counting
the number of responses at 50% of the peak response both for SF
and TF tuning curves for each cell.
Speed tuning analysis. For the speed tuning analysis, the responses to
stimulus parameter settings with the same speed values (see Fig. 5) were
averaged. To estimate the speed tuning of each neuron,we used amethod
described previously (Levitt et al., 1994; Priebe et al., 2003; Pinto and
Baron, 2009). This approach first fits SF and TF tuning independently
with Gaussian functions. The obtained fitting curves are then used to
define two predictions: (1) spatiotemporal-frequency independence by
calculating the outer product of the fitted SF and TF tuning curves and
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(2) spatiotemporal-frequency dependence or speed tuning by shifting
the TF fitting curve as a function of SF leading to a diagonal arrangement
of response peaks. The actual response of the neuron is then compared
with these predictions by computing partial correlations (Ri for the in-
dependent prediction and Rd for the dependent prediction) and we get
the following:
Ri 
ri  rd * rid
1  rd21  rid2 
Rd 
rd  ri * rid
1  ri21  rid2 
,
where ri is the correlation of the actual data with the independent pre-
diction, rd is the one with the dependent prediction, and rid is the corre-
lation between the two predictions.
To describe the cells statistically, we then submitted these values to
z-transform for the following:
Zx 
0.5 * log1  Rx1  Rx
1/DoF .
Z is calculated for the two partial correlations (x being either i or d) and
a statistical test is then calculated for the following:
t  Zd  Zi,
where DoF is the degree of freedom (DoF n_stimuli	 3; in this study,
the matrix contains 20 stimuli). The statistical level t for this test is 1.28
equivalent to a p value of 0.1 as previously described (Levitt et al., 1994;
Priebe et al., 2003; Pinto and Baron, 2009). This approach allows us to
split the neurons into three categories: (1) speed tuned when Rd is signif-
icantly larger than Ri or zero, (2) independently tuned when Ri is signif-
icantly larger than Rd or zero, and (3) “unclassed” if Rd and Ri are not
different from each other or from zero (see Fig. 5).
Functional cluster analysis. Correlation matrices of spatiotemporal
tuning profiles were obtained by correlating the response profile of each
cell (Figs. 2c, 3a) to those of all other cells. This results in a correlation
matrix of n-by-n cells where the diagonal represents the correlation of
each cell to itself (see Fig. 7a,d). To visualize functional clustering of the
subpopulations in V1 and PM, cells were sorted first by their preferred SF
and second by their preferred TF (see Fig. 7a,d). Sorting first by TF
preference did not reveal functional clusters. For the functional cluster
analysis we used the resulting correlation coefficients as distancemeasure
to determine a hierarchical cluster tree. Clusters with 
5% of the total
number of neurons in the populationwere discarded and pooled into the
residual cluster.
Nearest neighbor analysis.We analyzed the 2D spatial organization of
functional responses within the local neuronal network. Cell position
coordinates were obtained from the reference stacks in ImageJ and were
used to calculate distances between all cells in one 2D frame. The SF, TF,
or speed preference were compared between one cell and its 10 nearest
neighbors and the percentage of cells sharing the same preference as its
neighbors were calculated (see Fig. 8). As a control, we calculated this
percentage for randomly shuffled cell positions (repeated 1000 times).
Statistics. Statistical significance was tested with Student’s t test (t test)
to compare the means of two distributions and paired t test for paired
measures and Student’s t test, ANOVA for all multiple comparisons, and
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS) to compare non-normal distributions.
For the spatiotemporal analysis, data were pooled across all cells in V1 or
PM. We also tested the same analysis by pooling the data across experi-
ments, which resulted in similar values indicating a similar variability
across experiments and across cells. The test and p values are specified for
each result. Error bars indicate SEM.
Results
We compared tuning properties of layer 2/3 neurons in V1 and
PM of anesthetizedmice using two-photon calcium imaging. Vi-
sual areas were identified with intrinsic optical imaging and PM
was consistently located between V1 and the midline (Fig. 1a;
1.4 0.1 mmmedial to V1 and 1.2 0.2 mm from the midline,
measured from the center of the activated regions; n 12 exper-
iments). In both areas, we measured visually evoked calcium
transient neuronal populations bolus loaded with the calcium
indicator OGB-1 (see Materials andMethods). Imaging depth of
the 2D planes varied between 100 and 250 m below the pia and
field of view size was up to 300 300 m, allowing us to analyze
tens to hundreds of neurons per population (35–131 neurons in
V1 and 45–213 neurons in PM per imaging plane). Using stimu-
lus sets of drifting gratings our goal was to collect a broad range of
visually evoked responses to determine and compare the tuning
properties of V1 and PM neurons with regard to orientation,
direction, spatiotemporal frequency, and speed.
Orientation and direction selectivity in V1 and PM
We first measured orientation and direction tuning of V1 and
PM neurons with drifting gratings (Fig. 1b; 15 and 21 neuronal
populations in four and nine mice, respectively). A total of 265
neurons in V1 and 255 neurons in PM showed significant re-
sponses (see Materials and Methods), representing 22  2 and
15 2%of the total populations, respectively. For quantification
we calculated the OSI and DSI from response amplitudes for all
responsive neurons (see Materials and Methods). The distribu-
tion of OSI values was comparable in both areas (Fig. 1c; median
OSI: 0.67 and 0.62 for V1 and PM, respectively; KS test: p 0.12)
as well as the percentage of orientation-selective cells in each
experiment (fraction of cells withOSI 0.5: 66 4 and 54 6%
of the responsive cells for V1 and PM, respectively; t test, p 
0.11). In contrast, the distribution of DSI values was significantly
shifted to higher values in PM (median DSI: 0.31 and 0.42 for V1
and PM, respectively; KS test: p  0.004) while the fraction of
direction-selective cells (with DSI 0.5, averaged across experi-
ments) was similar in V1 and PM (Fig. 1c; 36 4 and 42 3%,
respectively; t test, p 0.17). Our data on orientation and direc-
tion tuning confirmed previous reports in mouse (Niell and
Stryker, 2008; Gao et al., 2010) and rat (Ohki et al., 2005) V1. PM
contained comparable proportions of neurons tuned to orienta-
tion (54%) and direction (42%), although with a tendency to-
ward more direction-tuned neurons compared with V1.
The presented gratings covered orientations from 0 to 180° in
steps of 45°. Natural scenes, however, statistically contain more
cardinal, i.e., horizontal and vertical, edges compared with
oblique edges (Switkes et al., 1978; van der Schaaf and van Hat-
eren, 1996; Coppola et al., 1998; Girshick et al., 2011). Therefore,
we quantified the number of cells tuned for each orientation. In
V1 a larger number of cells preferred cardinal compared with
oblique orientations (Fig. 1d; 67 4 and 33 4%, respectively;
paired t test, p 
 0.001) as previously observed (Kreile et al.,
2011). This “neural oblique effect” was evenmore pronounced in
area PM with 79  4% of neurons preferring cardinal and only
21 4% oblique orientations (Fig. 1d; paired t test, p
 0.001).
We additionally asked whether the tuning width of the neurons
might also differ for different orientations. For each neuron tun-
ing width was defined as the total number of stimulus orienta-
tions (in 45° bins) that evoked more than half of the peak
response. Thus, an untuned neuron would cover 180° (all four
45° bins) whereas a neuron more sharply tuned to a particular
orientation would cover only one 45° bin. For V1, we found that
neurons preferring horizontal edges tended to be more sharply
tuned than neurons coding for other orientations, although the
distributions of tuning width for cardinal and oblique neurons
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were not significantly different (Fig. 1e; KS test, p  0.5). Inter-
estingly, this effect was strong in PM where the majority of neu-
rons preferring vertical and horizontal edges were sharply tuned
(Fig. 1e; 70 and 64% of vertical and horizontal tuned neurons
responded only to a single orientation). On the contrary, signif-
icantly lower fractions of neurons preferring oblique orientations
had such narrow tuning width (17 and 15%, for 135 and 45°,
respectively; KS, p
 0.001). In conclusion, while the proportion
of orientation and direction-selective cells is similar in V1 and
PM, tuning for cardinal orientations is particularly strong and
sharp in PM.
Analysis of spatiotemporal
frequency tuning
Beyond orientation, visual neurons are
also tuned to the SF and TF of presented
drifting gratings (Albrecht et al., 1980). To
test spatiotemporal frequency tuning of
neurons in V1 and PM we measured cal-
cium transients evoked by a different set
of drifting gratings, covering a broad
range of SF and TF combinations (Fig.
2a,b) (SF range: 0.01–0.16 cyc/°; TF range:
0.5 to 4 Hz; see Materials and Methods).
Spatiotemporal tuning profiles were re-
corded in 11 populations from each area
(in 10 and 8 mice for V1 and PM, respec-
tively) and analyzed for 399 responsive V1
neurons and 192 responsive PM neurons,
representing 44  2 and 14  3% of the
labeled neurons, respectively (see Materi-
als and Methods for significance criteria
for responsiveness). For each responsive
neuron we analyzed the response ampli-
tude to all stimulus combinations, result-
ing in a 2D response matrix (Fig. 2c). For
visualization, tuning profiles for four neu-
rons inV1 and PMare presented in Figure
2d as contour plots. To obtain an average
population tuning profile we averaged
response matrices for all responding
neurons in each area and visualized
them as a contour plot (Fig. 2e). The
spatiotemporal frequency tuning pro-
files were strikingly different for V1 and
PM. While V1 neurons showed diverse
tuning to a broad range of SF and TF
combinations, PM neurons had more
uniform response characteristics and
were mainly tuned to high SF and low
TF parameter values. Since the average
tuning peak of PM neurons was situated
at the edge of our default stimulation
matrix, we tested in additional experi-
ments an expanded range of SFs for PM
(Fig. 2e, dotted box in PM population
tuning profile; SF range: 0.08–0.64 cyc/
°). Neuronal responsiveness in PM was
strongly reduced at SF values larger than
0.16 cyc/°, indicating predominant pref-
erence for SF values at 0.08–0.16
cyc/°. To analyze the tuning differences
in V1 and PM in more detail we next
quantified SF and TF tuning properties
separately for the entire sets of responsive neurons.
SF tuning
To assess the optimal SF and TF tuning of each neuron, we first
determined the parameter combination that evoked the largest
response (Fig. 3a, black dot in response profiles) and then ana-
lyzed SF tuning at the preferred TF (Fig. 3a, dotted white line in
response profiles and resulting single-cell SF tuning curves be-
low). To compare SF tuning between the two areas we averaged
the single-cell SF tuning curves across all responsive neurons in
V1 and PM to obtain the population SF tuning curves for these
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Figure 1. Localization, orientation, and direction tuning in V1 and PM. a, Intrinsic imaging was used to localize both areas.
Drifting gratings were presented to activate monocular V1 and extrastriate areas. Left, Example of cortical activation measured
with intrinsic imaging.Blackareas indicate regionsof increased red-light absorption causedby increasedactivity.Meangray values
are shown underneath; notice the two peaks separated by nonactivated area. Scale bars: 1mm and 50 a.u. A, anterior; M, medial.
Right, Superposition of the outlines from five experiments showing high overlap (average coordinates: 2.6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midline for V1 and1.20.2mmfrom themidline for PM,measured at center of activated areas). Schematicmouse brain is shown
below with activated areas indicating V1 (red) and PM (black). Dotted lines and crosses indicate the locations of bregma (B) and
lambda (L). Notice that the observed visual areas are restricted to the size of the thinned skull in our experiments. Scale bar, 2mm.
b, Top, OGB-labeled neuronal populations in V1 and PM. Neurons are color coded according to their orientation preference (left
corner inset). Scale bars: 40m. Bottom, Calcium signals of the two example neurons from V1 (red) and from PM (black) above.
Thick traces represent average responses of five trials and light-colored lines individual trial responses. Neuron 1 from V1 and PM
isbothorientation selective:OSI, 0.87and0.99;DSI, 0.02and0.44 forV1andPM, respectively.Neuron2 is orientationanddirection
selective: OSI, 0.95 and 0.97; DSI, 0.70 and 0.91 for V1 and PM, respectively. Scale bars: horizontal, 10 s; vertical, 20%F/F. c, Top:
Distribution of OSI and DSI in V1 (red) and PM (black). Colored lines show the median index (OSI: 0.67, 0.62; DSI: 0.31, 0.42 for V1
andPM, respectively). Bottom, Percentage of orientation- anddirection-selective cells in V1 andPM. Error bars indicate SEMacross
experiments. d, Cardinal versus oblique orientation preference of neurons in V1 (red) and PM (black). Distribution of orientation-
tuned cells according to their orientation preference indicated as bars above. Note the increased representation of cardinal orien-
tations. Error bars indicate SEM across experiments; p values show statistical significance of increased number of cardinal tuned
neurons. e, Distribution of tuning bandwidths from orientation-tuned cells grouped by their orientation selectivity indicated by
bars above histograms. Note the narrower tuning to cardinal orientations. Numbers indicate increasing tuning bandwidth time
steps of 45°; p value indicates statistical significance of difference in tuning bandwidths between cardinal and oblique-tuned
neurons.
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areas (Fig. 3b). In V1, the pooled SF tun-
ing curve showed a relatively broad tuning
with a significant peak preference at 0.04
cyc/° (Fig. 3b; ANOVA between SF values
across all cells: p
 0.001). In contrast, the
PM population expressed the strongest
responses at a higher SF of 0.16 cyc/° (Fig.
3b, black line; ANOVA: p  0.017). This
preference was also confirmed in the ad-
ditional experiments testing higher SF
values (Fig. 3b, gray dotted line). These
characteristics of the population SF tun-
ing curves could emerge either from ama-
jority of similarly and broadly tuned
neurons or frommore sharply tuned neu-
ronswith diverse SF preferences. To assess
the diversity in V1 and PM we analyzed
the distributions of SF tuning peaks and
bandwidths. While V1 neurons showed a
large diversity of preferred SF (median:
0.04 cyc/°), neuronal responses in PM
were more uniform with the largest pro-
portion of neurons preferring high SF
(Fig. 3c, left; with a peak at 0.16 cyc/° for
both applied stimulus matrices; median
0.08 and 0.16 cyc/° for the low and high SF stimulus matrix,
respectively). To analyze the homogeneity of SF preference in V1
and PMwe calculated the z-score as a measure of deviation from
the distribution mean. The distribution of z-scores of SF peak
tuning in V1 neurons is significantly larger than that of PM neu-
rons (median z-score: V1, 	0.5; PM, 	0.04; KS test on z-score
distributions: p 
 0.001) showing that SF tuning in PM is more
homogeneous compared with V1. For both V1 and PM, the dis-
tribution of SF tuning bandwidth at the preferred TF was rela-
tively sharp with nearly 50% of neurons responding to only one
of the presented SFs (Fig. 3c, right). In conclusion, neurons in V1
and PMhave similar narrow SF tuning widths. The population of
V1 neurons shows a higher degree of diversity while PM neurons
are more uniform with most cells preferring relatively high SFs.
TF tuning
In addition to their sensitivity to the SF of drifting gratings, visual
neurons are also sensitive to the frequency of local intensity
changes. Consequently, we proceededwith the same type of anal-
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fits tomeandata for visualization of the trend.b, Pooled SF tuning curves averagedover all neurons in each area. Error bars indicate
SEM across all neurons pooled. Lines are polynomial fits to mean data for visualization of the trend. Red lines, V1; black lines, PM;
gray dotted line, PM data obtained with high SF stimulus set; p values indicate statistical significance. c, SF tuning peaks and
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Figure 2. Two-photonmapping of spatiotemporal frequency tuning in V1 (top) and PM (bottom). a, Example of two-photon image of V1 and PM (293 293m field of view); neurons were
labeled with the calcium indicator OGB-1/AM (green) and astrocytes counterstained with SR101 (red). The circled neurons correspond to the data shown in b and c. Scale bar, 50m. b, Calcium
imaging in V1 and PM revealed neuronal responses to visual stimulation. Example traces from neurons indicated in a (thick traces are averages of the 6 trials shown in faint colored lines).
Spatiotemporal parameters of visual stimulation are indicated on the x- and y-axis. Gratingswere drifting in eight different directions for each spatiotemporal parameter set producing typically two
peaks for orientation-selective neurons (e.g., example neuron in V1). Scale bars: horizontal, 10 s; vertical, 10 and 20%F/F for V1 and PM, respectively. c, Response matrices of example neurons
shown in b. For each spatiotemporal parameter combination, fluorescence changeswere estimated and color coded leading to amatrix of 20 discrete values.Warm colors indicate SF/TF parameter
combinations with stronger responses. Color bar indicatesF/F (%). d, Spatiotemporal tuning profiles of individual neurons shown in c (top right) as well as three additional example neurons for
each area. Response matrices are shown as contours for better visualization of the spatiotemporal tuning profiles. Same color code as in c. e, Spatiotemporal tuning profile of neuronal population
in V1 (top) and PM (bottom). Individual tuning profiles from all neurons from all experiments (like those shown in d) were averaged. For PM, an additional set of experiments was acquired using
higher SF parameters (indicated by dotted square; seeMaterials andMethods). SF values of 0.08 and 0.16 cyc/° were common in both stimulationmatrices and responses were averaged across the
two datasets. Color code of the average change in fluorescence for both populations is shown on the right.
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ysis for TF tuning at the preferred SF. Figure 4a shows the TF
tuning profile at the preferred SF for example neurons from V1
and PM, respectively. The average TF tuning pooled across the
population of neurons in V1was weak but with a significant peak
at low TF values (Fig. 4b; maximum response at 0.5 Hz; ANOVA:
p
 0.001).
For PM, the average TF tuning curve alsowas highest at 0.5Hz
but decreased more strongly with increasing TF compared with
V1. The PM experiments with the second stimulus set covering
higher SF values showed a similar TF tuning profile (data not
shown). Effectively, at 1 Hz, the average TF tuning curve of the
PM population was already 22% below its maximumwhereas V1
population tuning was only reduced to 95%. This was also appar-
ent when analyzing the tuning bandwidth where PM neurons
were more selective with 30% showing narrow TF tuning com-
pared with only 13% of the neurons in V1 (Fig. 4c, right; KS test:
p 
 0.001). Both areas expressed their largest responses to the
lowest TF tested in our spatiotemporal stimulation matrix. We
therefore performed additional experiments extending the range
of tested TF to 0 Hz (see Materials and Methods). Analyzing the
TF preference of PM neurons resulted in a broad tuning with a
median value of 0.5 Hz (Fig. 4d,e). On the other hand, V1 con-
tained a larger proportion of cells preferring lower TF compared
with PM (Fig. 4d,e; 28 and 10% in the 0.13Hz bin for V1 and PM,
respectively; median: 0.25Hz for V1). These results show that the
neuronal populations in V1 and PM are bandpass tuned for low
TF with decreasing responses for static gratings. Both areas are
similarly tuned to the TF of drifting gratings with a preference of
V1 neurons toward lower TF values.
Speed tuning
The speed of drifting gratings is given by the ratio of TF on SF.
Our set of SF and TF combinations contained eight different drift
rates ranging from 3 to 400°/s for V1 (Fig. 5a, top). For PM, we
used the stimulus set containing higher SFs centered on the peak
preference of PM neurons, covering seven different drift speeds
(0.781–50°/s; five values being common with the V1 stimulation
matrix) (Fig. 5b, bottom). Obviously, the same speed can be ob-
tained with different TF/SF combinations. A truly speed-tuned
neuron thus would always respond best to the same speed inde-
pendently of the individual spatial and temporal parameters of
the presented stimulus (Levitt et al., 1994), which would be ap-
parent as a diagonal in the spatiotemporal frequency tuning pro-
file. Figure 5apresents twoV1 cells with similar SF preference and
weak TF selectivity. Their 2D spatiotemporal frequency tuning
profiles showed similar peaks at high SF but the 2D shapes of the
intensity bandswere different,more vertically for the first neuron
and more diagonally for the second neuron. For quantification,
we followed a previously described approach (Levitt et al., 1994;
Priebe et al., 2003; Pinto and Baron, 2009), determining whether
the 2D response matrix of a neuron is better explained by inde-
pendence or dependence of its SF and TF tuning (see Materials
and Methods). Using the individual tuning profiles to SF (at the
preferred TF) and TF (at the preferred SF), we then determined
the matrix profiles for independent tuning (imatrix) (Fig. 5b,
right) and for the case where SF and TF tuning depend on each
other as in speed-tuned neurons (dmatrix). After calculation of
the partial correlation between the neuronal responsematrix and
the two predictions, the upper cell in Figure 5 was classified as
independently tuned and the lower cell as speed tuned. We
proceeded in the same way for all cells in V1 and PM and used
a statistical classification to characterize the neurons as tuned
either “independently”, “dependently” (speed tuned), or “un-
classed” to SFs and TFs (Fig. 5c; see Materials and Methods).
PM presented a smaller percentage of speed-tuned neurons
compared with V1 (12 and 21%, respectively), whereas the
number of independently tuned neurons was larger (54% in
PM vs 46% in V1).
Obtaining these three classes of neurons naturally raises the
question if they share same speed preference or have distinct
speed-tuning properties. We, therefore, analyzed the speed tun-
ing separately in neurons classified as dependent or independent.
We averaged the neuronal responses according to their speed
regardless of the underlying SF or TF, resulting in a speed-tuning
curve. Not surprisingly, the population of speed-tuned neurons
displayed a sharper tuning curve compared with the neurons
independently tuned to SF and TF for both V1 and PM (Fig. 6).
The population of V1 speed-tuned neurons was broadly tuned to
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Figure 4. TF tuning analysis. a, Example TF tuning curves are shown at the preferred SF (dotted lines in intensity graphs) for the two example neurons in Figure 2. Data points are averaged
responses and error bars indicate SEM across trials. Lines are polynomial fits tomean data for visualization of the trend. b, Pooled TF tuning curves averaged over all neurons in each area. Error bars
indicate SEM across all neurons pooled. Lines are polynomial fits to mean data for visualization of the trend. Red lines, V1; black lines, PM. c, TF tuning peaks and bandwidth distributions. Left,
Distribution of TF tuning peaks for all neurons in V1 (red) and PM (black). Median valueswere shown as triangles above the histograms (1 and 0.5 Hz for V1 and PM, respectively). Right, Distribution
of TF tuning bandwidth. Same color coding as above.d, Averaged neuronal TF tuning curves from additional experiments focusing on low TF tuning. Scale bar on the left is corresponding to V1 (red)
and scale bar on the right corresponds to PM (black) data points. Error bars indicate SEM across all neurons pooled. Lines are polynomial fits to mean data for visualization of the trend; p value
indicates statistical significance. e, Low TF tuning peaks distribution. Same color coding as above; p values indicate statistical significance.
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medium drift speeds (population gathered at 3.125–12.5 °/s
with a median of 6.25 °/s), whereas PM preferred slower speed
(60% of speed-tuned cells preferring 3.125 °/s). Together, speed
tuning is low, covering a broad range of drift rates in V1. On the
contrary, PM neurons preferentially respond to slow drift rates
and only a few neurons have been classified as truly speed tuned.
Since we presented gratings drifting in different directions for
each of the tested SF/TF combinations we could also test if SF,
TF, or speed tuning depends on the orientation preference of
the tested neuron. However, we found no correlation between
orientation tuning and tuning bandwidth with spatiotemporal
frequency preference across the populations of neurons in V1
and PM.
Functional organization of V1 and PM
To analyze the functional organization of neurons in V1 and PM
we first asked whether neurons with similar spatiotemporal fre-
quency tuning profiles also form functional subpopulations. For
this, we calculated cross-correlations between spatiotemporal
tuning profiles (Fig. 2) of all pairs of neurons within the popula-
tion of V1 or PM. Sorting the neurons by their SF preference
revealed that V1 neurons with the same SF preference showed
highly correlated tuning profiles (Fig. 7a). Creating a hierarchical
cluster tree with cross-correlation coefficients as distance mea-
sure (see Materials and Methods) revealed four separate func-
tional clusters in the population of V1 neurons. Each of the
clusters contained neurons tuned to a distinct SF (Fig. 7b,c) with
neurons tuned to the lowest tested SFmerged into a single cluster.
In PM, on the contrary, mainly the neuronal subpopulation pre-
ferring the highest SF showed strong correlations in their spatio-
temporal tuning profiles (Fig. 7d). This also resulted in only two
functional clusters of neurons in PM when performing the same
analysis as for the V1 population. The larger cluster contained
mainly neurons tuned to high SF, whereas the second cluster
merged neurons tuned to all lower SF values (Fig. 7e,f). Interest-
ingly, sorting the neurons by their TF preference alone did not
reveal any cluster pattern in V1 and weak clustering in PM (data
not shown) underlining the dominance of SF tuning in the
neuronal response profiles. These findings suggest that V1
contains multiple subpopulations of neurons each with dis-
tinct SF tuning while PM contains a subpopulation with
strong tuning to high SF.
Figure5. Analysis of speed tuning by spatiotemporal dependence.a, Left, Calcium responses of two example neurons (average from6 trials shown in light colors). Scale bars: vertical, 20%F/F;
horizontal, 10 s. Right, Response matrices superimposed on the stimulation matrix. Speed values are shown in white. Diagonal dotted circles indicate same speed values. The averaged change in
fluorescence is color-coded according to the color scale on the right.b Left, Spatiotemporal tuning profile of the corresponding neurons. The plots at the top and on the right show the SF tuning (top)
at the best TF and TF tuning (right) at the best SF (see dotted lines in intensity graphs for best SF and TF). Points represent mean responses (with error bars showing the SEM across trials). Lines are
Gaussian fits to the data (r-squared values: upper neuron SF, 0.99; TF, 0.93; lower neuron SF, 0.96; TF, 0.91). Same color bar as in a. Scale bars for fit: 20%F/F. Right, Predicted spatiotemporal
profiles for independent SF and TF tuning (imatrix, see text) or for dependence of SF tuning on TF (speed tuning, dmatrix, see text). Predictions were generated from the Gaussian fits to TF and SF
tuning shown on the left. Predicted tuning profiles were compared with actual data resulting in partial correlation coefficients for both predictions (upper neuron, 0.67 and 0.15; lower neuron,
	0.45 and 0.63 for partial correlationwith imatrix and dmatrix, respectively). c Scatter plot of partial correlation coefficients for the independent and dependent SF/TF tuning predictions shown in
b for V1 (left) and PM (right). Horizontal and vertical lines delimit a region within which correlations are not significantly different from zero. Diagonal lines delimit three different areas, each
corresponding to a spatiotemporal tuning category: “Dependent” (blue) or “Independent” (gray), containing cellswith high partial correlations to only one prediction, and “Unclassed” (black). Note
that dependence of TF tuning on SF indicates speed tuning. The two red dots (left) correspond to the cells shown ina andb. Pie charts show the percentage of cells classified in each category among
the visually responding neurons. Same color coding as scatter plots.
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The occurrence of distinct subpopula-
tions with different spatiotemporal prop-
erties in mouse visual cortex raises the
question if these neurons also form spa-
tially segregated clusters. We considered
this possibility by analyzing the local ar-
rangement of responding neurons ac-
cording to their tuning preferences for SF,
TF, and speed (Fig. 8). In each experiment
(n 10 for V1 and 6 for PM) we counted
the occurrences of neurons with the same
stimulus preference as their nearest neigh-
bors and compared this number to the
same dataset with shuffled cell positions.
We found the chance of a neuron sharing
the same preference as its nearest neigh-
bor to be similar to random spatial distri-
bution of the neuronal populations. These
results indicatenoobvious spatial clustering
of the differently tuned subpopulations in
V1 and PM for the tested stimulus parame-
ters SF, TF, and speed. Also, we found no
spatial organization of orientation-tuned
neurons inboth areas (Fig. 1) similar topre-
vious reports in rodent visual cortex (Ohki
et al., 2005;Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007). How-
ever, PM neurons were more homogenous
in their spatiotemporal tuning (Fig. 8).
To summarize, while we found no
signs for a spatial organization of similarly
tuned neurons, we could identify two subpopulations of neurons
in PM with distinct response patterns (Fig. 7). PM neurons were
either well tuned to high SF or expressed tuning to a broad range
of lower SF values. On the other hand, in V1 we found a diverse
population of neurons tuned to all presented combinations of SFs
and TFs. These differences in spatiotemporal tuning characteris-
tics also suggest distinct roles of both areas in visual processing
and make hypotheses about the communication between these
areas (Fig. 9).
Discussion
Using two-photon calcium imaging in V1 and PM, we show that
both areas are similar in terms of orientation and direction selec-
tivity. However, the higher visual area PM presented stronger
tuning to cardinals, similar to the distribution of orientations in
natural environments. Furthermore, by applying drifting grat-
ings with an extensive set of SFs and TFs, we found that V1
contains diverse populations of neurons tuned to specific com-
binations of these parameters. In contrast, PM mainly preferred
higher SF but also contained a second subpopulation of neurons
with weak tuning to lower SF. TF tuning was low in both areas
with a bias toward slowly moving stimuli. We also found speed-
tuned neurons in both areas with a lower proportion in PM. We
conclude that PM is not amotion-sensitive area but tuned for detec-
tion of edges and textures mainly in cardinal orientations reflecting
its possible specialization in natural scene representation.
Tuning to natural scenery
Several studies have reported an overrepresentation of neurons
tuned to cardinal orientations compared with obliques in higher
mammals (De Valois et al., 1982; Chapman and Bonhoeffer,
1998; Li et al., 2003). Interestingly, natural scenes also contain
more horizontal and vertical edges than diagonals (Switkes et al.,
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1978; van der Schaaf and van Hateren,
1996; Coppola et al., 1998; Girshick et al.,
2011), and natural videos taken from the
cat’s perspective show an enhanced oc-
currence of horizontal contours (Betsch et
al., 2004). Hence, the visual system might
be tuned to these natural distributions by
over representing cardinal orientations.
Similar to a recent report (Kreile et al.,
2011) in mouse visual cortex, we also find
a larger proportion of V1 neurons tuned
to horizontal or vertical gratings com-
pared with oblique orientations. How-
ever, this is even more prominent in PM
where the large majority of neurons
(80%) responded best to cardinal edges.
In addition, these neurons further had a
significantly narrower tuning bandwidth
compared with oblique-tuned neurons.
Together, these properties make PM well
tuned to the statistics of natural scenes.
Distinct spatiotemporal frequency
tuning in V1 and PM
The population response in V1 and distri-
bution of individual neuronal preferences
for SF in our dataset showed a peak at
0.04 cyc/°. In contrast, we found SF tun-
ing in PM to be strongest at higher SF of
0.16 cyc/°. Temporal tuning was compa-
rable in both areas and more confined to-
ward lower TF. In addition to SF and TF,
neurons can also be tuned to the speed of
drifting gratings, which is defined by the
ratio of SF and TF. A neuron truly encoding image speed will
respond best to this speed, regardless of the SF content in the
stimulus (Levitt et al., 1994). Analyzing the dependence of TF
tuning on the SF of drifting gratings, we found a higher number
of speed-tuned neurons in V1 (20%) compared with PM (12%).
Our results for SF andTF tuning are similar to previous reports in
V1 (Niell and Stryker, 2008; Gao et al., 2010; Van den Bergh et al.,
2010; Andermann et al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011). Two recent
publications have investigated spatiotemporal tuning properties
of PM (Andermann et al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011). Their re-
sults parallel our observation of higher SF tuning in PM com-
pared with V1. It has also been reported that neurons in PMwere
significantly more tuned for speed than neurons in V1 and also
preferred lower peak speeds (Andermann et al., 2011). On the
contrary, we find the percentage of speed-tuned neurons to be
lower in PM than in V1 and peak speed preferences to be highly
overlapping although with a trend toward lower speeds in PM
(Figs. 5, 6). The difference might be explained by the low ratio of
responding neurons in the previous study or the use of awake
animals. To summarize, we found that V1 shows diverse tuning
to a broad range of SF and TF parameters of drifting gratings,
whereas area PM is more narrowly tuned to higher SF and lower
TF values. Speed tuning already occurs at the level of V1 in
mouse. On the other hand, PM contains only a few speed-tuned
neurons preferring rather slowly drifting stimuli.
Functional role of PM
PM contains neurons tuned mainly for cardinal orientations
forming two subpopulations, one well tuned for high SF and the
second one broadly tuned for lower SF stimuli. Temporal tuning
was weak in all PM neurons with only a few classified as speed
tuned.What do these results imply in term of a functional role of
PM in the visual pathway?
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Figure 8. Spatial analysis of spatiotemporal and speed tuning. Top, Two-photon images of the same experiment presented in
Figure 2 for V1 (top) and PM (bottom). Cells were color coded according to their peak SF (a), TF (b), and speed preference (c). Scale
bars: 50m. Bottom, Peak preference for SF (a), TF (b), and speed (c) of each neuron was compared with that of the 10 nearest
neighbors. Results show percentage of cells with same-tuned neighbors averaged across all experiments in V1 (red lines; 10
neuronal populations) and PM (black lines; 6 neuronal populations). Light lines show random occurrences based on shuffled
datasets (see Materials and Methods).
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Figure 9. Functional characteristics of V1 and PM. Neurons are represented as disks color
coded according to their SF preference; black lines indicate their orientation tuning (see inset).
The proportion of these in V1 and PM is assumed from the results of the present study, the
thalamic distribution is hypothesized from other studies, and the retrosplenial SF tuning is
unknown. Thick arrows represent known projections from the literature. Dotted arrows illus-
trate two possible hypotheses that have arisen from the present study. Hypothesis 1 (red ar-
row): V1 receives diverse inputs from thalamus and specifically sends high SF information to
PM. Hypothesis 2 (black arrow): PM receives direct input from thalamus and sends high SF
information to V1. PM further sends feedback information about orientation of visual stimuli to
V1, which would be required for predictive coding of the natural scenery.
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First, PM presents a stronger “neural oblique effect” than V1
as seen by the prominent overrepresentation of cardinal tuned
neurons. An increased anisotropy has also been described in cat
extrastriate area 21a (Huang et al., 2006). In a further study, we
enhanced V1 responses to cardinal orientations by increasing the
activity in area 21a and achieved the opposite by inhibiting this
area (Liang et al., 2007), which indicates a role of excitatory feed-
back from area 21a to V1 (Fig. 9, Hypothesis 2, black arrow).
Also, humans as well as rodents are better in discriminating ori-
entations of visual stimuli along the cardinal axis compared with
obliques (Appelle, 1972). In a recent study in humans, this “per-
ceptual oblique effect” could be explained by a Bayesian model
including the overrepresentation of cardinals in the cortex as the
observer’s internal prior of natural images statistics (Girshick et
al., 2011). This model further suggests that feedback projections
from higher visual areas deliver the internal prior required for
predictive coding of natural scenes in V1 (Rao and Ballard, 1999;
Salinas, 2011). We therefore hypothesize that PM could contain
this internal prior of the natural environment and feed it to V1
(Fig. 9, Hypothesis 2, black arrow).
Second, by correlating spatiotemporal response profiles of all
neurons in our dataset we showed that V1 contains separate sub-
populations of neurons tuned for the different presented SF. In
contrast, area PM owns two subpopulations; one tuned only to
high SF and a second showing diverse and broad tuning to lower
SF. A hierarchical framework would suggest that tuning proper-
ties of PM emerge from specific projections from V1 (Fig. 9,
Hypothesis 1, red arrow). However, only a few V1 neurons ex-
pressed the same spatiotemporal tuning as found in PM. On the
other hand, in rodents, parallel thalamocortical projections exist
to several visual areas (Hughes, 1977; Sereno and Allman, 1991)
implying parallel processing in the visual system. It is therefore
possible that PM tuning emerges from direct thalamic input (Fig.
9, Hypothesis 2, black arrow). Furthermore, segregated input
pathways to mouse V1 with distinct spatiotemporal properties
have recently been reported (Gao et al., 2010). Interestingly, in
this study, V1 neurons tuned to higher SF also showed longer
response latencies. We consequently hypothesize that PM could
provide high SF input to V1 (Fig. 9). Consistent with this hypoth-
esis, visual stimulation evokes cortical waves traveling fromV1 to
PM but also in the opposite direction (Xu et al., 2007). The tem-
poral delay between these waves is similar to the response delay of
V1 neurons with high SF tuning (Gao et al., 2010). However, to
decide between these hypotheses exposed in Figure 9, more work
is needed dissecting these individual projections in mouse visual
cortex.
Considering these characteristics, PM is probably not a
motion-sensitive area. To understand the role of PM in visual
processing we also need to know which areas connect to it. It is
known anatomically that projections from mouse V1 also target
PM (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). A secondary area V2 has been
proposed to be situated on the lateral side of V1 (Wang et al.,
2011). This lateromedial area further projects to the neighboring
anterolateral area, which further projects to other areas including
PM (Wang et al., 2011). The same study hypothesized the exis-
tence of a functional dorsal and a ventral visual pathway in the
mouse. Similarly, visual systems of higher mammals have been
divided into two major cortical pathways, a ventral stream con-
cernedwith the “what” information and a dorsal stream comput-
ing the “where” component of visual inputs (Kravitz et al., 2011).
However, this separation has recently been criticized (de Haan
and Cowey, 2011). A simpler patchwork model is based on the
evolutionary addition of visual areas depending on the species’
visual ability (de Haan and Cowey, 2011). The rodent area PM,
located between V1 and the retrosplenial cortex, has been shown
to mediate visually evoked activity between these areas (Van
Groen and Wyss, 2003; Xu et al., 2007). The retrosplenial com-
plex receives projections from medial visual areas, further proj-
ects to the hippocampus (Wyss and Van Groen, 1992), and is
involved in observing familiar environments (Vann et al., 2009).
Because of its position and functional properties, PM thus may
provide the visual information to this navigation complex being
an interface between the primary inputs of visual landmarks and
the spatial representation of the external world.
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